ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
INTERNET BUREAU

IN THE MATTER OF:
LIFESTYLE LIFT

ASSURANCE OF DISCONTINUANCE
Pursuant to the provisions of Article 22-A of the New York General Business Law, and
Section 63( 12) of the Executive Law, the Office of Andrew M. Cuomo, Attorney General of the
State of New York ("OAG"), has made an inquiry into certain business practices of Lifestyle
Lift. Based upon that inquiry, the OAG concludes as follows:

FINDINGS OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
1.

Lifestyle Lift has violated General Business Law § 349 (prohibition on deceptive

practices), General Business Law § 350 (prohibition on false advertising), and Executive Law

§ 63( 12) (prohibition on fraudu lent and illegal conduct) by placing simulated user generated
content on the internet. In order to promote Lifestyle Lift's cosmetic surgery procedure, the
company regularly and systematically posted positive stories about Lifestyle Lift to the internet,
posing as independent and satisfied customers of Lifestyle Lift. Lifestyle Lift typically did not
disclose, and in other cases did not clearly and conspicuously disclose, that it was responsible for
placing the content. Lifestyle Lift also obscured connections between the positive reviews and
the company. Lifestyle Lift's practices had the capacity to mislead consumers about popular
opinion on the Lifestyle Lift procedure.

Background
2.

Lifestyle Lift is a Troy, Michigan-based company created by President and Chief

Executive Officer Dr. David Kent. Lifestyle Lift was created to provide a less expensive and
less invasive alternative to traditional plastic surgery. Like a traditional face lift, the Lifestyle
Lift procedure is performed by making incisions on the side of the face and then removing
excess skin; however, the Lifestyle Lift is always performed under local anesthesia and may
involve shorter facial incisions. Over 100 doctors nationwide are authorized by Lifestyle Lift to
perform the Lifestyle Lift procedure, either as employees, independent contractors, or licensees.
3.

Lifestyle Lift primarily promotes its services through infomercial advertising on

television. The company also publishes websites such as LifestyleLift.com that describe the
Lifestyle Lift procedure, provide customer testimonials, and contain information about where the
Lifestyle Lift procedure is offered around the country.

Nature of User Generated Content
4.

On the internet, the term "user generated content" refers to information and

content created by the general public as opposed to paid professionals and media experts.
Common examples of user generated content include blogs, YouTube videos, Wikipedia entries,
social networking pages, and posts on internet message boards. The proliferation of user
generated content on the internet has been widely chronicled and discussed; commentators often
use the term "Web 2.0" to describe the phenomenon and proliferation of user generated content
across the World Wide Web.
5.

Product review sites are another common example for user generated content. On

these sites, ordinary consumers can post their ratings and opinions about goods and services for
all the world to see. Many product review forums are sponsored by mainstream internet retailers
such as CicruitCity.com, Amazon.com, and NewEgg.com; alongside each advertised product,
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consumers are encouraged to post their ratings and stories about the product. Other product
review sites such as Epinions.com and RipOffReport.com exist as stand-alone vehicles for
consumers to express their opinions about various products. Product review sites run the gamut
from common purchases such as televisions, computers, and digital cameras to the esoteric such
as HAM radios and lint brushes.
6.

There are a number of product review sites relating to cosmetic surgery, and to

the Lifestyle Lift procedure specifically. Among the forums that discuss Lifestyle Lift in depth
are ReaISelf.com, BeautySurg.com, MakeMeHeal.com, InfomerciaIScams.com, and
RipOffReport.com.

Criticism of Lifestyle Lift on Product Review Sites
7.

As Lifestyle Lift gained in popularity, reviews of the company and the Lifestyle

Lift procedure began to show up on a number of product review sites. Many of the reviews were
extremely negative.
8.

For example, on the product review site ReaISelf.com, Lifestyle Lift is

recommended by only 37 percent of customers, and several comments are highly critical of the
company and the Lifestyle Lift procedure. The product review site InfomercialScams.com also
contains over 100 complaints from consumers about Lifestyle Lift.
9.

Lifestyle Lift recognized that the negative publicity from the product review sites

was a significant threat to the company's reputation and business. Dr. Kent wrote in an internal
email that "[t]he success of this company is going to hinge on controlling the internet better."
He went on to say that the problem of criticism on the web was "the number one priority for the
exec[utive] team." Lifestyle Lift has asserted to the OAG that it believes some of this negative
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commentary has been published by disgruntled former employees of the company or competitors
of Lifestyle Lift, and that many of the statements were inaccurate.

Lifestyle Lift's Simulation ofIndependent User Generated Content
10.

In order to combat the negative commentary about Lifestyle Lift on various

product review sites, Lifestyle Lift embarked on a campaign to simulate positive user generated
content about Lifestyle Lift on the web. Specifically, Lifestyle Lift engaged in:
Creating seemingly independent websites and message boards to
recommend and promote Lifestyle Lift; and
Creating seemingly independent posts on third-party product review sites
to recommend and promote Lifestyle Lift.
11.

Lifestyle Lift's simulated user generated content served two purposes. First, it

added positive commentary about Lifestyle Lift to the internet which increasingly appeared in
internet search results for "Lifestyle Lift" and other related terms. At the same time, the new
content supplanted negative criticism of the company on message boards and internet search
results, making the criticism less likely to be accessed and noticed by consumers.
12.

Lifestyle Lift's simulation of independent user generated content was deceptive.

Lifestyle Lift designed the content to appear to have been created by unbiased consumers.
Lifestyle Lift failed to clearly and conspicuously disclose to consumers that it independent consumers -

and not

was responsible for posting the content. An ordinary consumer

viewing the websites and posts would believe that they were independent endorsements of
Lifestyle Lift.
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Stand-Alone Websites
13.

Lifestyle Lift created a number of websites designed to look like they had been

created by satisfied customers of Lifestyle Lift.
14.

For example, one website designed by Lifestyle Lift to simulate positive user

generated content was the site MyFaceLiftStory.com. The site was designed to look like an
unbiased testimonial created by a satisfied Lifestyle Lift customer. The site contained before
and after pictures, a detailed diary of the procedure, and a section of comments seemingly posted
by other Lifestyle Lift customers.

15.
I
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In reality, the content on MyFaceLiftStory.com was created by Lifestyle Lift.
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Although the pictures posted to the site were from an actual Lifestyle Lift customer, the narrative
of the "customer's" experience was made up by Lifestyle Lift employees. In internal emails,
Lifestyle Lift referred to MyFaceLiftStory.com and other websites created by the company as
"fake" sites.
16.

Lifestyle Lift employees also added all the purportedly independent comments

compiled at the bottom of the website. (In reality, there was no mechanism at all for independent
consumers to post their own comments to the site.) Although some ofthe comments were based
on comments that Lifestyle Lift had received from actual customers, Lifestyle Lift chose only the
most supportive comments to place on the website. Unsurprisingly, the comments on
MyFaceLiftStory.com were over 90 percent positive about Lifestyle Lift.
17.

Even the two so-called negative comments were transparently supportive of

Lifestyle Lift. For example, one of the supposedly negative comments reads:
I had the Lifestyle Lift procedure a month ago and nobody really
noticed that I had Lifestyle Lift. They all think I lost weight or
change my hair style .. , What? They say that I look great.. I fell
that I look 10 years younger, but should I tell them that I had the
Lifestyle Lift?
18.

Lifestyle Lift created numerous other stand-alone websites to appear as if they

had been created by independent and satisfied Lifestyle Lift customers. These sites followed the
basic model of MyFaceLiftStory.com but were slightly different in various ways. Each of the
sites featured a narrative that was invariably positive about Lifestyle Lift; none of the sites
clearly and conspicuously disclosed the fact that the sites were created by Lifestyle Lift
employees for the purpose of promoting the company. Some ofthe sites included
inconspicuous, fine print disclosure at the bottom of individual pages stating that the page was
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affiliated with Lifestyle Lift. Other sites contained no disclosure of the affiliation at all.
19.

The other sites created by Lifestyle Lift include:
CentralPlasticSurgery.com
Cosmetic-EnhancementOnIine.com
MyLifestyleLift.com
Lifesty leLiftProcedures.com
LifestyleLiftProblems.com
FaceliftToday.com
MyNewFace.net
Looking-Great.net

20.

Lifestyle Lift also created a seemingly unaffiliated forum website called

CosmeticToday.com. Lifestyle Lift designed the site to compete with third party review sites
such as RealSelf.com and BeautySurg.com. Just like MyFaceLiftStory.com and its sister sites,
CosmeticToday.com served two parallel purposes -

to publish positive and seemingly

independent content about Lifestyle Lift and to push websites containing criticism of the
company further down the lists of results of common search engine searches about Lifestyle Lift.
21.

CosmeticToday.com purported to be an independent forum where ordinary

consumers could post their thoughts and opinions on Lifestyle Lift. However, Lifestyle Lift
employees provided many of the posts on these sites, posing as satisfied customers of Lifestyle
Lift. Although consumers were able to post questions and comments to the site about the
Lifestyle Lift procedure, Lifestyle Lift employees also closely monitored the site and removed
posts that were critical of the company. As a result of Lifestyle Lift's careful management of the
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CosmeticToday.com website, the site gave Lifestyle Lift a "97.8% customer satisfaction rating"
-

in marked contrast to Lifestyle Lift's rating on independent product review sites.
22.

Lifestyle Lift promoted MyFaceLiftStory.com, CosmeticToday.com, and its other

sites through paid search advertisements on major internet search engines such as Google.com.
Many of its paid search advertisements were designed to appear similar to the advertisements of
third party sites like RealSelf.com and purported to offer unbiased commentary about Lifestyle
Lift.
23.

Lifestyle Lift endeavored to obscure any association between itself and the sites it

created. Lifestyle Lift employees often used privacy domain registrars to register the website
domains in order to avoid disclosing that Lifestyle Lift was responsible for the content of the
sites. l
24.

Lifestyle Lift employees also scrubbed the sites to eliminate evidence of a

connection between the seemingly independent websites and Lifestyle Lift. For example, one
internal email directs:

You need to get to CT [CosmeticToday.com] and take off the

Under rules promulgated by the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN), the identity of the registrant of a website is generally publicly available.
Contact and ownership information about any website can be found on a number of sites set up
specifically to host such information (often called "WHOIS" sites).
In order to avoid disclosure of the identity of a website owner, a number of
companies, called "privacy registrars," register the sites in their own names (instead of in the
names of their customers), so the information provided by a WHOIS request only leads back to
the privacy registrar, not the palty responsible for the content on the website. Parties seeking to
find information about the party who actually creates the content on the site are forced to ask the
privacy registrars, which mayor may not comply with the request.
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Lifestyle Lift logo - nobody is supposed to know LL is involved
with this website - do it today - put pictures there and say they
are world renowned - but get the LL logo off of there.

Participation on Third Party Message Boards
25.

In addition to creating seemingly independent websites to promote the company's

product, Lifestyle Lift employees also regularly posted fake positive reviews of Lifestyle Lift on
third party product review sites such as RealSelf.com and BeautySurg.com without disclosing
that they were posted by Lifestyle Lift employees.
26.

For example, one internal email from a Lifestyle Lift manager to employees

provides:
Friday is going to be a slow day - I need you to devote the day to
doing more postings on the web as a satisfied client. Especially:
beautysurg.com
realself.com
makemeheal.com
Do both - start new postings (strings) on Lifestyle Lift in the
header and reply to existing postings.
27.

Lifestyle Lift employees regularly spent hours on other sites posing as happy

Lifestyle Lift customers. Another internal email demonstrates how cynical Lifestyle Lift
employees were about this practice:
Matt, you have to go to real self [realself.com] - people are
asking which doctor is good in each location. Put your wig and
skirt on and tell them about the great experience you had. It's
going to take a couple hours.
28.

Not only did Lifestyle Lift employees fail to disclose their affiliation with

Lifestyle Lift when posting on third party sites, they took further steps to obscure that the posts
were coming from the company. Thus, Lifestyle Lift directed that the posts be made from
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different IP addresses -

and even different regions of the country -

so that the forum

moderators would not suspect Lifestyle Lift's involvement. Lifestyle Lift also purposefully
spaced out positive reviews of the company over several days to avoid detection.
29.

Lifestyle Lift directed its employees to post comments on independent forums for

the purpose of "drowning out" the company's critics. Lifestyle Lift also instructed its employees
to personally attack the credibility and intent of other forum participants who posted negative
comments about Lifestyle Lift. In one directive, an employee was told to post that he "do[es]n't
believe these posts from obsessive compulsive (OCD) posters." On another occasion, an
employee was instructed to create mUltiple false identities to discredit two critics of Lifestyle
Lift and suggest the critics should be kicked off the forum.

STATUTORY VIOLATIONS
30.

The OAG finds that by engaging in the practices described in Paragraphs I

through 29 above, Lifestyle Lift has violated New York General Business Law §§ 349 and 350
and New York Executive Law § 63(12).
31.

IT NOW APPEARS THAT Lifestyle Lift desires to settle and resolve the

investigation without admitting or denying the Attorney General's findings. The OAG is willing
to accept the terms of this Assurance of Discontinuance pursuant to Executive Law § 63( IS) in
lieu of commencing a statutory special proceeding.
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AGREEMENT
32.

This Assurance of Discontinuance (hereinafter "Assurance") shall apply to

Lifestyle Lift Holding, Inc., Scientific Image Center Management, Inc., LSJ Marketing, Inc.,
Scientific Image Center Staffing, Inc., and the Kent Creative Group, Inc. whether acting through
their principals, directors, officers, shareholders, employees, representatives, agents, assigns,
affiliates, successors, subsidiaries, or other business entities, whose acts, practices or policies are
directed, formulated or controlled by them.
33.

For purposes of this Assurance, "clearly and conspicuously" means that the

statement, representation, or term being disclosed is of such size, color, contrast, and/or
audibility and is so presented as to be readily noticed and understood by the person to whom it is
being disclosed. If such statement is necessary as a modification, explanation, or clarification to
other information with which it is presented, it must be presented in close proximity to the
information it modifies, in a manner so as to be readily noticed and understood. In addition to
the foregoing, in interactive media on the internet, the disclosure shall be unavoidable.
34.

Lifestyle Lift shall not post or create any content on the World Wide Web for the

purposes of advertising, recommending, or endorsing Lifestyle Lift without clearly and
conspicuously disclosing the fact that Lifestyle Lift is responsible for the posting and/or content.
35.

In the event that Lifestyle Lift provides consideration to any third party to post or

create any content on the World Wide Web for the purposes of advertising, recommending, or
endorsing Lifestyle Lift, it shall require that the third party clearly and conspicuously disclose
the consideration and relationship with Lifestyle Lift whenever advertising, recommending, or
endorsing Lifestyle Lift.
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36.

In consideration of the making and execution of this Assurance, Lifestyle Lift

shall tender to the OAG $300,000 in penalties and costs by certified check payable to the State of
New York Department of Law. Lifestyle Lift shall pay $100,000 within 30 days of the
execution of this Assurance and shall pay the remainder of $200,000 within 90 days ofthe
execution ofthis Assurance. Payments shall be delivered to:
Attorney General of the State of New York
120 Broadway
New York, New York 10271
Attention: Chief, Internet Bureau
37.

Any payments and all correspondence related to this Assurance must reference

Assurance # 09-036.
38.

Within 180 days of the execution date, Lifestyle Lift shall provide to the OAG an

affidavit confirming that Lifestyle Lift has appropriate practices and procedures in place and that
it has taken the steps identified herein to ensure compliance with each and every term of this
Assurance.
39.

Nothing contained in this Assurance shall be construed to alter or enhance any

existing legal rights of any consumer or to deprive any person or entity of any existing private
right under the law. Nothing in this Assurance shall in any way affect, restrict, or otherwise
govern any rights of recourse Lifestyle Lift may have or seek to assert against any third party.
40.

Any violation of the terms of this Assurance shall constitute prima facie evidence

of violation of the applicable law in any civil action or proceeding thereafter commenced against
Lifestyle Lift by the Attorney General.
41.

Nothing contained herein shall be construed as relieving Lifestyle Lift ofthe

obligation to comply with all state and federal laws, regulations, or rules, nor shall any of the
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provisions of this Assurance be deemed permission to engage in any act or practice prohibited by
such law, regulation or rule.
42.

The acceptance of this Assurance by the OAG shall not be deemed approval by

the OAG of any of Lifestyle Lift's business practices, and Lifestyle Lift shall make no
representation to the contrary.
43.

Except in an action by the Attorney General to enforce the obligations of

Lifestyle Lift in this Assurance or in the event of termination of this Assurance by the Attorney
General, neither this Assurance nor any acts performed or documents executed in furtherance of
this Assurance: (a) may be deemed or used as an admission of, or evidence of, the validity of
any alleged wrongdoing, liability, or lack of wrongdoing or liability; or (b) may be deemed or
used as an admission of or evidence of any such alleged fault or omission of Lifestyle Lift in any
civil, criminal, or administrative proceeding in any court, administrative agency, or other
tribunal. This Assurance shall not confer any rights upon person and/or entities who are not
party to this Assurance.
44.

Lifestyle Lift represents and warrants, through the signatures below, that the

terms and conditions of this Assurance are duly approved, and execution of this Assurance is
duly authorized. Lifestyle Lift shall not take any action or make any statement denying, directly
or indirectly, the propriety of this Assurance or expressing the view that this Assurance is
without factual basis. Nothing in this paragraph affects the Lifestyle Lift's (i) testimonial
obligations or (ii) right to take legal or factual positions in defense of litigation or other legal
proceedings to which OAG is not a party. This Assurance is not intended for use by any third
party in any other proceeding and is not intended, and should not be construed, as an admission
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of liability by Lifestyle Lift.
45.

In the event that anyone or more of the provisions contained in this Assurance

shall for any reason be held to be invalid, illegal, or unenforceable in any respect, in the sole
discretion of the OAG such invalidity, illegality, or unenforceability shall not affect any other
provision of this Assurance.
46.

This Assurance is contingent on and relies on the truthfulness and accuracy of all

representations made by Lifestyle Lift during this investigation.
47.

This Assurance shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the parties to this

Assurance and their respective successors and assigns, provided that no party, other than OAG,
may assign, delegate, or otherwise transfer any of its rights or obligations under this Assurance
without the prior written consent ofOAG.
48.

This Assurance may not be amended except by an instrument in writing signed on

behalf of all the parties to this Assurance.
49.

Lifestyle Lift shall fully cooperate with any Attorney General investigation into

the business practices of Lifestyle Lift or any other individual or corporation.
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50.

The execution date of this Assurance shall be A:pH1_, 2009.
____Jl.-.
JJ,,~
WHEREFORE, the following signatures are affixed hereto this _J_ day of A:pri+, 2009.

LIFESTYLE LIFT

----

ANDREW M. CUOMO
Attorney General of the
State of New York
120 Broadway
New York, New York 10271-0332
(212) 416-8433

--~

By:

Dr. David Kent
President, Lifestyle Lift

By:
Todd Harrison
Patton Boggs LLP
1185 Avenue of the Americas
30th Floor
New York, New York 10036
As Counsel for Lifestyle Lift
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~

Justin Br km
Assistant ~ttorney General
fNTERNET BUREAU
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